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Abstract Molecular simulations were performed to

investigate the structural and electronic properties of

graphene (G) nanosheet interacting with the monomer of

chitosan (MCh) (C6H13O5N). The G nanosheet with the

C54H18 chemical composition is modeled according to the

armchair edge and is functionalized with boron atoms. The

interaction between the nanosheet and the MCh is inves-

tigated to search for better bio-sensing characteristics.

Simulations are done within the density functional theory,

the generalized gradient approximation is applied to deal

with the exchange–correlation energies, and the all-elec-

tron basis set with double polarization is used. To deter-

mine the structure stability, the minimum energy criterion

is applied for the G ? MCh system in seven different

geometries; in addition, it is checked with the non-complex

vibration frequency. Results show chemical interactions

between the G nanosheets and the MCh in the ground-state

geometry. In this geometry, the monomer is oriented per-

pendicular to the G nanosheet at a distance of 3.9 Å with

the nanosheet remaining unchanged. The nanosheet func-

tionalization with boron (to form an epoxy group) and

interaction with the monomer yield improved adsorption

conditions with a bond length of Cmesh–B–NAmine =

3.19 Å and the formation of B–N (boron attached to

graphene–amine of the monomer) bond of length 1.57 Å.

The polarity of the G ? B and G ? B ? MCh systems

displays ionic characteristics contrary to G behavior. The

(HOMO–LUMO) energy difference is 1.30 eV for the

G ? B system and 0.75 eV for the G ? B ? MCh.

Finally, the G ? B ? MCh system is investigated when

D-(?)-glucose and cholesterol are adsorbed. Results show

chemisorptions, which suggest the system to be used in

biosensor devices.

Keywords DFT theory � Graphene � Functionalization �
Chitosan � D-(?)-glucose � Cholesterol

Introduction

The functionalization of graphene (G) surface (Novoselov

et al. 2004) has given rise to the investigation of new

materials such as graphane (Sofo et al. 2007; Elias et al.

2009), graphene oxide (GO) (Dikin et al. 2007; Li et al.

2009), graphone (Zhou et al. 2009), graphanol (Wang and

Kaxiras 2010), fluorographene (FG) (Nair et al. 2010),

bromination of graphene (Yaya et al. 2011), hydrographene

(HG) (Ezawa 2011), chlorination of graphene (Li et al.

2011), GraPOSS (graphene ? polyhedral oligomeric sils-

esquioxanes) (Valentini et al. 2011) and GO-POSS (Xue

et al. 2012). In addition, it has motivated the surface

modifications of graphene with polymers or other func-

tional groups to vary the properties and find new future

applications in optoelectronic devices and/or medicine.

Chitosan is an abundant linear biopolymer; it occupies the

third place in abundance as compared with cellulose and

chitin. Moreover, it displays excellent characteristics to

form membranes. Chitosan has good adhesion, excellent

mechanical properties, good biocompatibility and good

susceptibility for chemical modifications, as it contains a
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large amount of OH groups and amine functional groups

(Kurita 2001; Masuko et al. 2005). One motivation to

explore the graphene–chitosan system is the possibility of

recovering materials from sea waste as shrimp skeleton and

then to obtain chitosan (Hernández Cocoletzi et al. 2009).

Studies have been recently reported by Chigo Anota

et al. (2013a) on the hexagonal boron nitride nanosheet

functionalized with chitosan (hBN ? MCh). Results show

chemical interactions (chemisorption) with the ground-

state geometry exhibiting a parallel configuration. When

defects are generated in the mesh (double vacancy) of the

hBN surface, the adsorption is slightly increased. Moreover

in the interactions of the monomer with the BN nanotube of

different chirality, the monomer is chemically adsorbed

(Rodriguez Juárez et al. 2013). The adsorption process on

the surface is improved with the presence of vacancies in

the tubular systems.

On the other hand, Kang et al. (2009) have studied the

electronic properties of the graphene–chitosan compound

system. Results suggest that the system may be applied to

glucose biosensor devices. These nanosheets have been

manufactured using the McAllister et al. (2007) and

Schniepp et al. (2006) methods with sheets being suitable

for forming the composites. In this work it is invoked the

model used by Chigo Anota et al. (2012, 2013b, 2013c) to

represent the graphene or boron nitride nanosheet as

a CnHm-like cluster to study the adsorption of the

monomer of chitosan, represented by the monomeric unit

(C6H13O5N), on the graphene surface (G ? MCh). As

another case, the adsorption of MCh on the G nanosheet

functionalized with boron (G ? B) is explored. The

structure contains on one side of the central hexagon of

the G nanosheet the functional group epoxy and a new

B–N bond with the amine group of the monomer. In this

way, the binding energy is increased and suggests the

possible use of the system as a biosensor device. More-

over, the system has been tested as an adsorbent of glu-

cose and cholesterol biomolecules. In this work, we report

changes in the structural properties before and after

the adsorption process of the polysaccharides: dipolar

moment, chemical reactivity (chemical potential),

adsorption energy and the energy difference of HOMO–

LUMO frontier orbitals.

Calculation models and method

First principles total energy calculations are performed

to study the following systems: graphene–chitosan

(G ? MCh), graphene doped with boron–chitosan

(G ? B ? MCh), graphene doped with boron–chitosan

D-(?)–glucose (G ? B ? MCh ? glucose) and graphene

doped with boron–chitosan–cholesterol (G ? B ?

MCh ? cholesterol). The exchange-correlation energies

are treated with the Hamprecht–Cohen–Tozer–Handy

(HCTH) (Boese and Handy 2001) functionals within the

generalized gradient approximation (GGA) and the basis

set DNP with double polarization (Delley 1990) (that is,

p-orbitals of H and d-orbitals of boron, carbon, nitrogen

and oxygen are considered) is applied as implemented in

the quantum chemistry software DMol3 code (Delley 1990,

2000). The choice of the HCTH functional for the calcu-

lations is done because this allows describing adequately

the interaction between the CnHm-like fragment and the

graphene sheet as reported by Araujo et al. (2012).

The armchair nanosheets are of height 1.41 nm and of

width 1.34 nm; they are mono-hydrogenated at edges (pas-

sivated). In this way, the CnHm-like clusters form a mesh

with a total of 72 atoms (in 19 hexagons). The chitosan is

modeled with the monomeric unity having the chemical

composition C6H13O5N with 25 atoms. A total of seven

configurations for the G ? MCh system were explored:

three geometries oriented to the chitosan OH groups, one

oriented to the oxygen of the piranosic cycle, one perpen-

dicular to the amine group and two parallel geometries to the

carbon mesh. In all cases, charge neutrality was considered.

The orbital cut radius is 0.37 nm (for the monomer of

chitosan and cholesterol) and 0.47 nm (for the G,

G ? MCh, G ? B ? MCh, G ? B ? MCh ? glucose and

G ? B ? MCh ? cholesterol) on the base function with a

tolerance of 1.0 9 10-6 Ha for the energy convergence.

The structural stability is achieved following the minimum

criterion and the non-complex vibration frequencies

(Foresman et al. 1996).

To validate the models, the cohesion energy

[Ecoh = [nE(C) ? mE(H)-E(CnHm)/(n ? m)] of naph-

thalene (C10H8), phirene (C16H10), coronene (C24H12) and

the cluster C55H18 was calculated, obtaining a value of

3.82 a.u./atom for all systems.

To improve the bioadsorption of D-(?)-glucose and

cholesterol, the graphene sheet is functionalized with boron

at the epoxy-kind structure and then joined to the monomer

of chitosan at the nitrogen atom of the amine group. In this

work, we report the structural changes (prior and after

adsorption), polarity (dipole moment magnitude) and

chemical reactivity using the formula l = (HOMO ?

LUMO)/2, energy gap (HOMO–LUMO frontier orbitals

difference) and adsorption energy [E(ad)1 = E(graph-

ene ? MCh)-E(graphene)-E(MCh), E(ad)2 = E(graph-

ene ? B?MCh)-E(graphene)-E(B)-E(MCh), E(ad)3 =

E(graphene ? B ? MCh ? X)-E(graphene)-E(B)-E(MCh)

-E(X); X = D-(?)-glucose and cholesterol]. The molec-

ular electrostatic potential (MEP) is determined as descri-

bed in the literature (Chigo Anota et al. 2013c).
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Results and discussion

Studies are reported of the following systems: graphene–

monomer of chitosan, boron-doped graphene–monomers of

chitosan, and boron-doped graphene–monomer of chito-

san–glucose and boron-doped graphene–monomer of

chitosan–cholesterol interactions (Fig. 1). For the presen-

tation of results, we first consider the interaction of pristine

graphene with the monomer of chitosan (G ? MCh) in

configurations: 1 the molecule is oriented perpendicular to

the nanosheet, the interaction is through the oxygen of the

piranosic group (C5O), 3 where the orientations are defined

by the OH functional group, 1 perpendicular through the

amine group (NH2) and 2 where the central hexagon of the

graphene is parallel to the monomer. The following

step considers the graphene functionalization with a boron

atom to form an epoxy group with the (G ? B) mesh; this

is done to improve the G functionalization with chitosan.

Optimized geometry

a b

c d

e f

g h

Piranosic group 

Amine 

Methylene 

Carbon 

Boron 

Hydrogen 

Methyl 

Hydroxyl 

New bond 
B-N

Cholesterol 

D-(+)-glucose 

173.89°

Oxygen

Nitrogen

2.41 Å 

2.47 Å 

Fig. 1 We depict the relaxed geometries of G (a), G ? MCh (b), G ? B (c), G ? B ? MCh (d), the monomer of chitosan (e), D-(?)-glucose

(f), G ? B ? MCh ? glucose (g) and G ? B ? MCh ? cholesterol (h)
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Finally, the adsorption of glucose (C8H12O6) and choles-

terol (C27H46O) is explored on the G ? B ? MCh system

to test for the sensing capability.

Graphene–chitosan interaction

It is well known that graphene displays extraordinary

properties such as high thermal conductivity, mechanical

flexibility and good biocompatibility. These make the

system suitable for applications in biosensor devices of the

electrochemical type (Pumera 2009, 2010; Allen et al.

2010; Long et al. 2012) and moreover allows the formation

of devices free of metals (Kuila et al. 2011). Chitosan may

be easily obtained from waste shrimp skeleton (Hernández

Cocoletzi et al. 2009) and exhibits properties which include

good biocompatibility and capability to form membranes

suitable for applications (Kurita 2001; Masuko et al. 2005).

Consequently in this work, we perform non-periodic

molecular simulations to investigate the structural and

electronic properties of graphene interacting with chitosan.

The minimum energy criterion and the non-negative

vibration frequency guarantee an energy minimum of the

global potential energy surface. The process of finding the

minimum energy is done for all structures. Results show

that the lowest minimum energy corresponds to the struc-

ture where the monomer of chitosan is oriented perpen-

dicular to the graphene nanosheet, with the interactions

being through the amine group of the monomer and the

central hexagon of the carbon mesh. The binding energy is

-8.22 eV (chemisorption, Table 1) and a bond length of

3.9 Å (Fig. 1b). These results agree well with those

obtained in the interactions of chitosan with the BN hex-

agonal nanosheet (Chigo Anota et al. 2013b).

G nanosheet structural changes induced by the interac-

tion with MCh show that C–C bond lengths take values in

the interval of 1.39–1.42 Å, while at the same time the flat

surface characteristic remains. In the monomer, the bond

angle of the amine group H–N–H is 107.54� which is

somewhat contracted as compared with the pristine case

(102.15) (Chigo Anota et al. 2013d). In the C–C–O and

C–C–C bond angles,contractions of 2.28� and 2.84�,
respectively, are obtained again as compared with the

pristine cases. Finally, the methyl group (CH2) exhibits an

angle reduction of 0.51�.
The G nanosheet polarity is 2.9 9 10-3 and the MCh

polarity is 2.13 D; on the other hand, the G ? MCh

polarity is 3.49 D, which indicates that the monomer

induces ionic characteristics in the G ? MCh system, that

is, produces the charge localization. The HOMO (with

energy -4.73 eV) and LUMO (with energy -2.79 eV)

isosurfaces with contributions from the hybridized carbon

pz and s atomic orbitals are concentrated on the nanosheet

(Fig. 2a, b). Calculations of the HOMO–LUMO energy

difference (1.30 eV, Table 1) indicates that the system is a

semiconductor, which is similar to the pristine graphene

(Chigo Anota et al. 2013b). This means that the monomer

makes no contribution to the HOMO–LUMO energy

difference.

The analysis of the vibrations yields stretching oscil-

lations at the wave number 4,092.46 cm-1 and bending at

4,181.10 cm-1 of the amine group of the monomer of

chitosan. Stretching modes at wave numbers 3,655.83,

3,641.61 and 3,662.93 cm-1 of the piranosic hydrogen

atoms are obtained. Stretching (at 3,699.15 cm-1), anti-

stretching (at 2,048.63 cm-1) and scissor (at 2,265.29,

2,346.87, 2,338.16, and 2,472.9 cm-1) modes of the car-

bon and hydrogen atoms are found in the monomer, in

agreement with the isolated G nanosheet oscillations

where an anti-stretching mode at 264.63 cm-1 is also

observed.

Table 1 The optimized parameters of G, G ? MCh, G ? B ? MCh and G ? B ? MCh-X

System Bond length (Å) Dipolar moment

(Debye)

Gap (HOMO–LUMO)

(eV)

Adsorption energy

(eV)

Graphene (C54H18) (Chigo Anota et al.

2013b)

2.9 9 10-3 1.94

Graphene–MCh 3.9 (Cmesh–N of Amine) 3.49 1.30 -8.22

Graphene–boron–MCh 1.87, 1.82 (Cmesh–Boron) 1.84 0.75 -8.60

1.57 (New bond B–Namine)

Graphene–B–MCh–glucose 2.41 (NH2 of MCh–OH of

glucose)

10.78 1.13 -1.62

2.31 (H of glucose–Cmesh) 1.85 (glucose)

Graphene–B–MCh–cholesterol 2.47 (NH2 of MCh–H of

cholesterol)

11.13 0.99 -2.58

2.76 (OH of Cholesterol–Cmesh) 1.51 (cholesterol)

X glucose or cholesterol
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Boron-doped graphene–chitosan interaction

It has been reported recently the formation of graphene-

chitosan films exhibit increased conductivity (attributed to

the large surface-to-volume ratio and high conductivity of

graphene) and electronic transference processes (Kang

et al. 2009); therefore we explore conditions to improve the

chitosan adsorption on the G nanosheet. To achieve this,

nanosheet functionalization with boron atoms is proposed.

This process allows the adsorption of chitosan near the

impurity atom at one side of the central hexagon forming

an epoxy-like configuration. The structure of minimum

energy displays a curvature at the carbon mesh of 6.11�
(Fig. 1c), and the bond distance between the G and boron,

OMULlatibrOOMOHlatibrO

a b

c d

e f

g h

Fig. 2 The HOMO and LUMO molecular orbitals of the systems: G ? MCh (a, b), G ? B ? MCh (c, d), G ? B ? MCh ? glucose (e, f) and

G ? B ? MCh ? cholesterol (g, h). In the upper right corner, we display the orbitals of G, the monomer of chitosan, glucose and cholesterol
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Cmesh–B, takes asymmetry values of 1.87 and 1.82 Å,

respectively. A protrusion is formed at the zone and the

hybridization changes from sp2 to sp3.

When the monomer of chitosan is adsorbed, a new B–N

bond (with the nitrogen of the amine group of the mono-

mer) is formed of length 1.57 Å. This value is similar to

that reported in the adsorption of the amine group on the

hBN nanosheet (Chigo Anota et al. 2013d) and in the

monomer adsorption on BN nanotubes (Rodriguez Juárez

et al. 2013) with different chirality through the boron atom.

The adsorption energy is -8.60 eV (chemisorption,

Table 1) which is increased as compared to the previous

case (G ? MCh); this may suggest the system to be used as

a biomolecule sensor, which is due in part to the increment

in the charge transfer as shown by the MEP surface.

When the G nanosheet is doped with boron, the

molecular orbitals are localized at the vicinity of the Cmesh–

B bond and at the new B–Namine bond (Fig. 2c, d). These

orbital localizations indicate a charge transfer to the

polysaccharide (Fig. 2e–h), which induces a better

adsorption process. The charge distribution is indicated by

the dipole moment direction (Fig. 3a, b) and also shown by

the graphs of MEPs (Fig. 3c, d), where the yellow zone is

for the negative charge. The large adsorption energy of the

monomer on the graphene sheet is validated by the MEP

surface which exhibits a charge distribution in the entire

interaction zone (Fig. 3c), in a similar fashion as in the

pristine graphene (Fig. 3c, inset depicted at the right upper

corner).

This charge localization may be measured by Raman

experiments, provided the vibrations are increased. The

polarity suggests (as a measure of the charge transfer) that

graphene functionalized with boron (Ling et al. 2010),

deposited on chitosan, may be of practical use, provided

the interaction with the biomolecules is favored.

It is important to realize that the molecular HOMO and

LUMO frontier orbitals of the polysaccharides (insets at

the upper corner of Fig. 2c–h) make no contribution to the

G ? B ? MCh. The structural change induced by the

bonding of the monomer with the boron atom of the

nanosheet is evident at the H–N–H bond angle of the amine

which is reduced by an amount of 1.18� with respect to the

a b

c d

Boron 

MEP of Graphene  

Fig. 3 The dipole moment of G ? B ? MCh ? X system: X

glucose (a) and X cholesterol (b). These values were calculated

using the code Gaussian09 (Frisch et al. 2009). c The molecular

electrostatic potential of G ? MCh and G; d the corresponding

electrostatic potential of G ? B ? MCh
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boron free structure. The monomer hexagon (piranosic

group) is affected by changes in the bond angles: an

increase of 2.25� at the C–C–C fragment and 0.63� at the

C–C–O fragment. The methyl group experiences a small

variation in the bond angle (of the order of 10-2).

Boron-doped graphene–monomer of chitosan–glucose

and cholesterol

One possible application of the G ? B ? MCh system is

as a biosensor (receptor); therefore in this section, we

explore the glucose adsorption (Fig. 1g) which displays

structural and chemical characteristics similar to the

monomer of chitosan. Different geometries have been

tested. In the first, the adsorbate interacts with the OH

group, in the second, the interaction is through the methyl

group; in the third and fourth, the glucose is parallel to the

monomer of chitosan. The cholesterol (Fig. 1h) is in one

case perpendicularly bound through the OH group of both

systems, two configurations are with parallel orientations

and in the last the cholesterol OH fragment is oriented

toward the hexagon (piranosic group) of the monomer of

chitosan. Minimum energy results yield the monomer of

chitosan parallel to the structure with an adsorption energy

of -1.62 eV which favors glucose detection (Fig. 1g;

Table 1) and an adsorption energy of -2.58 eV for the

cholesterol through the polysaccharide group (Fig. 1h;

Table 1). The interaction distance is 2.41 Å in the

G ? B ? MCh-Glucose (this is measured from one of the

hydrogen atoms of the amine group in the monomer to the

oxygen of the OH group in the glucose) and 2.47 Å (this

distance measured from one of the hydrogen atoms in the

amine group to one of the hydrogen atoms in the choles-

terol) for the G ? B ? MCh ? cholesterol and 2.76 Å for

the cholesterol and G system. Structural changes are

manifested mainly in the monomer of the chitosan, which

exhibits a large inclination (Fig. 1g) with the monomer

being attached to the G ? B when cholesterol is adsorbed,

and the amine group is contracted by an angle of 2.11�, the

piranosic group at the C–C–O fragment is contracted by

0.49� and the C–C–C is contracted by 1.95�. Moreover, the

bond angle at the methyl group is reduced by 0.18�. In the

glucose case (Fig. 1h), in the methyl group the bond angle

is increased by 0.12�, the C–C–O bond angle is increased

by 0.39�, but the C–C–C bond angle is contracted by 1.16�
and finally the bond angle at the amine group is reduced by

1.16�.
The vibrational modes in the G ? B ? MCh ? glucose

structure stretch at 37.05 cm-1 (this is from the polysac-

charide toward the amine group), at 345.52 cm-1 for the

vibration of the H–N fragment in the amine group toward

one of the OH groups in the glucose, at 457.37 and

519.45 cm-1 in the bending vibration of the outer carbons.

There are anti-stretching vibrational modes at

1,676.86 cm-1 in the vibrations between hydrogen atoms

of the amine group, stretching modes at 1,924.94 and

3,722.79 cm-1 of the two hydrogen atoms in the amine

group, and stretching modes at 2,372.34 cm-1 of the

hydrogen atom bonded to the carbon in the C–C–C frag-

ment of the piranosic group. Scissor vibration modes are at

2,561.88 cm-1 of the hydrogen atoms of the amine group

in the monomer, and anti-stretching modes from 3,779.66

to 3,794.47 cm-1 of the outer hydrogen atoms. There are

bending vibrations at 3,795.08, 3,801.09 and

3,813.39 cm-1 of the hydrogen atoms in the amine group

and scissor vibration modes at 3,929.96 cm-1 of the

methyl group in the monomer chitosan.

In the G ? B ? MCh ? cholesterol structure, at

4,355.90 cm-1 the interaction of the cholesterol OH

functional group with the carbon mesh occurs (stretching

along the z-direction), at 50.67 cm-1 (stretching) the

vibration of the chitosan monomer toward cholesterol is

obtained, at 69.37 cm-1 the motion is of cholesterol toward

MCh. At 4,114.13 cm-1, there is a stretching mode and at

4,114.13 cm-1 there is a bending mode of the amine group

vibration which interacts with the polysaccharide. At

3,679.13 and 3,662.51 cm-1, there are stretching vibration

modes of the amine group hydrogen atoms in the MCh

toward the G nanosheet. This interaction is favored by the

inclination of the monomer when cholesterol is adsorbed.

Finally, the carbon stretching and anti-stretching mesh

vibration modes are on the nanosheet plane.

Conclusions

We have presented studies of the interaction between the

monomer of chitosan (MCh) and carbon nanosheets

(graphene), the G ? MCh system. The system has been

modified by the functionalization of the carbon mesh with

boron atoms (G ? B) to form an epoxy-type group which

bonds with the nitrogen of the amine group (this forms a

new bond) to improve conditions in the detection of

polysaccharides such as glucose and cholesterol. The

interaction induces structural changes mainly in the

monomer. The functionalized graphene nanosheet with

chitosan (G ? B ? MCh) may be a better biosensor than

the G ? MCh system. This is corroborated by the larger

value of the adsorption energy and by the vibrational

motions of the amine group which bonds to the boron atom.

This is further supported by the dipole moment direction

which indicates charge transfer as both polysaccharides are

bioadsorbed.
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